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A recent paper in this journal by Gregory (1) compared Smart's (3) data on alcoholics and family size with the 1941 Canada census (Ontario mothers ever married aged 45-54 years in 1941). In doing this he was apparently correct ing Smart (3) who had used the 1931 census (all Ontario mothers) for com parison. However, Gregory like Smart had applied the Greenwood Yule recon struction on the observed sample. Sprott (5) had already ipointed out that this is a misuse of the Chi Square and the con sequences of this misuse. It is the purpose here to emphasize that such reconstruc ted samples or 'corrected' observations have little validity in statistical analyses in general, and none whatever in the Chi Square test in particular.
As was stated by Sprott (5), 'correct ing' the observed frequencies to make the family the unit (to conform to the census) leads to a serious misassessment of the numerical strength of the evi dence. Rather than correcting the fre quencies to make the family the unit, the probability of the observed frequencies should be obtained (under the null hypothesis) using the particular census in question. Thus if fi is the frequency of i-children families as recorded in the census, the probability a given person comes from an i-children family is Pi=if,/M, Eq. 1 where M = f, + 2f 2 + 3f, + ... + 15fi* is the total number of children in che cen sus. The expected frequency of people from i-children families in a given sample of size n is thus nPi. In the present case the sample of alcoholics is of size n = 242 (Table I) . The 1941 census (unlike the 1931 cen sus) complicates the problem because the frequencies f", f,,... f«, are not given individually; only the sums f« + i, + is + fo and f M + fu + ... + f M are given along with M. To apply a Chi Square test would require the estimation of the unknown f 6 , f 7 ,..., fa in order to utilize Eq. 1, a problem of some numerical com plexity. An approximation might be to assume f 6 = f? = ... = f 0 and f M = fu = ... = f«, but the adequacy of this pro cedure might require investigation since the assumption is known certainly to be false. A more suitable approximation is to group the observed sample frequen cies of family sizes 6-9 together and similarly of sizes 10-14 together. This entails some loss of information but the procedure in this case is adequate. The probability that a person comes from a family of size 6-9 is p" = t/M = (6f. + 7f, + 8f. + 9f.)/M and from a family size 10-14 is
From the 1941 census it is known that M = 617,632 and fx + 2f 2 + 3f« + 4f* + 5f» + 15fis can be calculated as 358,257. Thus by subtraction, 6f" + 7fi + ... 4-14f« = t + u which is 259,375. There fore there is only one unknown to be estimated from the data. The observed frequencies with family sizes 6-9 and with sizes 10-14 grouped are given in Table I . The relative frequency of children from family sizes 6-9 compared to that of children from family sizes 10-14 (in the population) is t to u; from the observed frequencies in Table I the application of Eq. 1 allow the obser ved distribution of alcoholics among family sizes to be compared with the 1941 population distribution of children among family sizes in Table I .
Combining the last two columns gives a Chi Square of 25.01, df. = 5 (1 df de ducted for estimating t). This can be compared with the value 6.74 (df. = 6) obtained by using the Greenwood Yule reconstruction of the sample (2) . As in the case of Smart's comparison using the 1931 census, this procedure leads to seriously underestimating the actual strength of the evidence, since the for mer value of 25.01 would rarely occur by chance, whereas values larger than 6.74 have a probability of about 30% of occurring by chance. The error in the case of the Greenwood Yule recon struction is underlined by the fact that the 'corrected observed' frequencies (Gregory's Table I, [1] and Smart's  Table 4 , [3] ) are not integers. Since Chi Square tests the observed distribution among family sizes against a population distribution (determined by the null hypothesis), the observations must be integers, as in Table I. A similar misuse of 'corrected' data is the application of the formula Vpq/ 1110 obtain the standard error of 'corrected' frequencies. The formula Vpq/n has reference specifically to the standard error of an estimate x/n, where x is the number of observed cases with some specified attribute out of a total of n independent observations (binomial dis tribution). As in the preceding example the observations, being observed numbers of cases, must be integers. Thus if it were desirable to test the significance of the percentage of only children, the relevant figures would be from Table I 21/242 = .0867 against an assumed value .0483 arising from the census. The standard error would be estimated as V(.0867)(.9133)/242, but here p is too small for the test to be valid. In any case such a test is superfluous in the light of the analysis of Table I .
Discussion
The results of the mathematically cor rect Chi Square analysis emphasize the question of interpretation that is present in all retrospective studies where the safeguard of randomization, characteris tic of any well-designed experiment, is absent. The mathematically correct use of Chi Square to compare the ob servations with the 1931 census (5) sup ports the hypothesis that a sample of alcoholics contains a larger number of persons from large families than ex pected. This same analysis using the 1941 census (Table I ) not only fails to sup port this hypothesis but quite emphati cally contradicts it, for the evidence is just as strong in the opposite direction. Thus the discrepancy between sample and population under the null hypothe sis has not been explained, but in fact has been reversed. The problem of explana tion still exists, and in the absence of randomization one can argue fruitlessly around such contending possibilities as bias, choice of census, completeness of the families (4) and doubtless many others.
The foregoing examples also clearly underline the general danger of 'correct ing' observations. Statistical techniques must take into account the nature and origin of the data as well as the mathe matical model (population) to which they are assumed to conform. Correc tions and alterations of any kind may change these and so may invalidate the proposed analysis or indeed as in this case, any other analysis. Fisher's quota tion of Bowley (1) describes succinctly the end result: "Before tabulation the data have been subjected to numerous adjustments, allowances, and other cor rections of a kind to vitiate any tests of significance whidh the reader may be tempted to apply." The Chi Square ex ample is interesting in that it shows the numerical results of such a vitiation.
Resume
En cherchant a etablir une relation entre la taille de la famille et l'alcoolisme, il a pant necessaire dans le passe d'utiliser la technique de "reconstruction" de Greenwood-Yule pour l'echantillon ob serve. Ce qui suppose que Ton possede un echantillon d'observations corrigees dans lequel, tout comme dans le recensement defini ci-apres, la famille est l'unite d'echantillonnage. Dans cette note, on montre que toute "reconstruction" ou correction d'echantillon observe detruit la signification de tout test qui pourrait alors lui etre applique. Mais, etant donne que le test propre peut, dans le cas present, lui etre applique tout aussi facile ment, on peut evaluer les effets numeriques des modifications apportees a 1'echantillon; ces effets sont importants. La distribution observee des alcooliques selon la taille de la famille est bien differente de celles que Ton peut obtenir a partir des recensements de 1931 et de 1941; les ecarts entre les frequences ob servers en 1931 d'une part, en 1941 d'autre part, par rapport aux frequences observees donnees par l'echantillon sont en general de signe oppose. Ces ecarts n'ont pas encore recu d'explication. II est par suite difficile de tirer quelque conclusion que ce soit sur toute etude retrospective de ce genre, pour laquelle on ne disposerait pas d'un ensemble d'hypotheses de depart.
